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Abstract:This paper emphasizes the important role of solar 

tracker systems in Micro/Nano grid level applications. Basically 

mechanical and electrical type trackers are different in operation 

but they are similar in way of tracking of solar energy. 

Mechanical trackers (Dual axis solar tracking system) are widely 

used where space is less and quality is more and with fixed panels 

solar MPPT is adoptable. Hybrid loop control which controls the 

relative motion of solar tracking system (STS) during the day as 

per the position of sun. Hybrid loop control (HLC) is effective 

rather than open and closed loop systems due its mode of control 

using sun position algorithm and sensors based as per the 

requirement and environmental conditions. Most commonly used 

sensor based trackers takes feedback to adjust the panel position 

in such a way to track the sun, but the situation when the sky is 

cloudy creates problem in performance of the system. The 

estimated accuracy is very close to ±0.0003º but it depends on the 

irradiation coming from sun. So, Sun tracking system by using 

solar position algorithm with accuracy is required in mechanical 

solar trackers and maximum power point tracking in electrical 

trackers. In order improve the efficiency of whole solar tracking 

system, we incorporated both open and closed loops i.e., hybrid 

loop control which plays important role to improve the overall 

performance. In view of that we incorporated both open and 

closed loops i.e., hybrid loop control. Here we presented 

Maximum power point tracking(MPPT) which is electrical 

tracking system simulated in MATLAB environment and also 

presented mechanical type of tracking system It is facilitated by 

using Programmable logic controller (PLC) to access more 

input/output controls and simulation has been done in CODESYS 

software using ladder logic programming. 

 
Keywords :HLC, PLC, CODESYS software, MATLAB 

software, MPPT, STS, DASTS (Dual axis mechanical solar 

tracking system).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Importance of Solar tracking system: Due to accessibility 

and low cost, clean energy resources based applications 

trending now. The solar system efficiency can be improved 

by increasing solar cell efficiency, MPPT (electrical solar 

tracking system) and mechanical solar tracking system [1] 

[7][13][15]. In particular a solar tracking system mechanism 

aligned in such a way that to increase efficiency of power 

from solar array. The conventional solar modules are fixed 

hence energy extracted from  sun rays by the panel depends 

on various angles at various time especially the duration of 

sun rays which  are perpendicular to the panel surface is very 
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less which make the production of energy from panels is 

comparatively low. In order to overcome this problem Solar 

tracking mechanism is the best solution [1] [9][10].By the use 

of Solar tracking systems we can rotate the solar panels 

according to the rotation of sun across the sky. So, the energy 

output improves, thereby increasing its efficiency. In a day, 

sun position is dynamic in nature it changes rapidly in the 

sky, so tracking systems are advantageous to orient the 

collection system to make the system most effective. Zhang 

and group (2012) explains the calculated results and the  

performance of HSAT( horizontal  single axis solar tracking) 

that which increased the efficiency up to 36% drastically 

[5].Yusie and group clearlypresented one of the method for 

sun tracking system by using solar position algorithm (SPA) 

with improved accuracy, Most commonly used sensor based 

trackers takes feedback to adjust the panel position in such a 

way to track the sun, but the situation when the sky is cloudy 

creates problem in performance of the system. The estimated 

accuracy is very close to ±0.0003º but it depends on the 

irradiation coming from sun[2].Concentrated solar power 

require accurate, precise control at focal point of the reflector. 

In case of Non- concentrated type of solar system needn’t go 

for tracking, but if we did so tracking system can definitely 

Improves efficiency and these types of systems are very 

accurate and effective. In order to achieve the tracking 

mechanism gear mechanism is used to rotate the panel with 

respect to the speed of sun movement. Duration of sunrise 

and sun set is 12 hours and sun covers angle of 180 degrees in 

12 hrs. And returns manually or automatically using 

appropriate controllers like PLC, Micro controllers etc. Thus 

a way that always the panels face sun rays in perpendicular. 

Design of solar tracking system works on the principle of real 

time clock and gearing equipment that which depends on 

rotation of the solar concentrator with solar movement. 

Simply, Sun complete its half of the revolution (180 deg) 

within 12 hrs. So the sun rotation per hour is 15 deg per hour. 

Solar tracking systems are the equipment used to place PV 

panels, reflectors and other optical devices towards the sun 

[3]. SuneethaRacharla and group classified the different solar 

trackers and the performance of each is explained [4]. So far, 

work done on electrical and mechanical trackers in this paper 

we introduced the simulation of mechanical solar tracker in 

industrial applications under micro grid level using codesys 

software. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Section 1. In this section we explained the national and 

international contribution 

towards solar energy and 

tracking systems. 
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Section 2. In this sectionwe dealt with brief idea about solar 

tracking systems and   hybrid loop control  in mechanical 

solar tracking system and the process of its execution in step 

by step. 

Section 3. Simulation results of both MPPT (electrical 

tracking)in MATLAB platform  and mechanical tracking 

system (DASTS) in CODESYS software has been executed. 

Section 4. This section concludes the motivation and 

contribution of work. 
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Figure 1:   Schematic diagram of solar tracking system for 

micro/ Nano grid level 

III. SOLAR TRACKING SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

A. Types of mechanical solar Tracking System 

Non algorithm based residential solar system

Algorithm based solar tracker used in commercial

applications

Algorithm

Real Time light

intensity

NREL

Celestial

Based on degree

of motion
Nature of motion

Single axis Dual axes Active tracker Passive Tracker

HSAT VSAT TSAT

TTDAT AADAT

Figure:2 Types of Solar Tracking system 

B. Electrical solar Tracking systems: 

In present economic status of some nations have been 

focusing in reducing maintenance cost and effective cost. In 

regard the best way to track the solar energy is maximum 

power point tracking which is widely adapted. They are 

several methods involved out of all because of its simplicity 

perturb and observe method is worth to mention.[14][15] 

1. Perturb and Observe (P&O): In industries this algorithm is 

widely used. It works based on the comparison of generated 

power and respective duty cycle is generated. 

2. Incremental Conductance: This algorithm is robust but 

complex in nature. The major Contribution of this method is 

comparison between instantaneous conductance and 

additional conductance and duty cycle adjusted accordingly. 

3. Fractional Open Circuit Voltage: This algorithm works 

based on to maintain constant fraction of MPP voltage and 

open circuit voltage. 

 

C.  Mechanical Solar system Components 

1. Sun tracking algorithm (Solar positioning algorithm): It 

calculates the azimuth and zenith angle of the sun and these 

angles are important to know the orientation and  the position 

of the PV panel to face towards the sun in case of open loop/ 

closed loop systems or hybrid loop, But In case where wetake 

precision and accurate in operation, we employ  methods to 

extract real time light intensity data and that  has taken into 

account.  In order to overcome the problem solar positioning 

algorithm is a solution. Parameters related to environmental 

conditions of the observer were taken from NREL (National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory) position algorithm calculator 

provides us the information about our region sun irradiation 

data. Geographical location data specification 

includespressure, elevation, time zone,temperature, longitude 

and latitude, surface azimuth rotation, and delta T,surface 

slope,  once the local parameters dumped in the program then 

it calculates all the parameters as per the specified area such 

as Azimuth and zenith angles and sun rise, sun set for the 

duration of day calculation. The zenith angle is the angle 

between directions of sun to the directly overhead. UDFB 

(User defined function block) provides the output zenith 

angle as Out_ Zenith. The azimuth angle is measured from 

north to the point on the horizontal directly below the project 

in clockwise. Out _ Azimuthnavi output (0…360deg) 

denotes the navigator azimuth angle which is used in solar 

tracking applications [3]. 

 
Figure 3: Data Extraction from NREL SPA 
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2. Control Unit: The control unit that which executes the sun 

tracking algorithm and also coordinates the rotation of the 

solar panels with precise and accurate. Micro Logix PLC: A 

Series of Micro Logix such as MICRO 810, MICRO 820, 

MICRO 830, MICRO 870, MICRO 800 Expansion I/O 

Modules, Micro800 PLC Plug-in Modules. Out of all 

Micro820 is Used In solar Tracking Systems which are used 

in solar power plants, Solar Parks, Commercial Residential 

areas. Variable frequency drive used to improve the 

efficiency by converting fixed v and f to variable v and f. 
 

3. Positioning system: positioning systems moves the system 

in such a way to face the sun based on   azimuth angle, and 

these are electrical or hydraulic. In case of electrical systems 

one can utilize encoders and variable frequency drives / linear 

actuators to monitor the present position and to change if 

required. 

Closed Loop control: Closed loop systems track the sun rays 

by using sensors in proper direction, directed at the sun. As 

the sun moves one or more sensors begin to shade such at it is 

fed back to inclinometer to measure the tilt angle and the 

same instruction will be given to activate the actuators/ 

motors to move the device to desired position. In such a way 

the outputs get maximized. Initialization parameters and 

control manually can ease with the implementation of 

Programmable touch screens. The PLC Ladder programming 

is relatively simple. But Controller system would 

facedifficultscenarioto recover from prolonged periods of 

cloud cover. In the absence of guidance from astronomical 

sun positioning algorithm it is a problem to determine the 

solar vector when sun moved out of sensor range.  

Open loop control: Open loop systems basically work on 

mathematical formula to control device motors/ actuators to 

follow the sun movement. Real time clock is used in this type 

of control but accuracy is low compare to closed loop. [6][11] 

Hybrid loop control: By satisfying the roadblocks of both 

open loop and closed loop control hybrid loop control is 

preferable as it compares both position of sun from SPA and 

through sensors. 
 

4. Drive Transmission: These include linear type actuators, 

drives, hydraulic cylinders, planetary gears, and threaded 

spindles. Power flex 525 an AC drive which offers wide 

range of power rating from (0.5 -30) HP and they are ideal for 

applications such as conveys fans, pumps and mixers. 

Depending upon the location of the observer sun speed is 

0.25 deg /min on average. Thus solar tracker has to achieve 

an angular rate of movement of at least 0.25 deg / min to keep 

the relative motion with the sun. Electric motors SQIM run at 

a speed 1500 rpm range approximately. This means that the 

motor on its own would not achieve the minimum speed it is 

possible with Gear drive mechanism. Usually high gear ratio 

drive is preferred around 10000:1 or 30000: 1. [6] 
 

5. Sensing Equipment: For the solar tracking system that 

which use light intensity real time data in the algorithm uses 

pyranometers to read the data. In order to optimize efficiency 

and production monitoring equipment for parameters such as 

pressure, temperature and humidity. In some cases Proximity 

sensor placed beneath of cog wheel above PLC which is used 

to sense the nearby object without contact. [13] 
 

6. Limit Switches: are used in controlling speed and for 

mechanical over limits, it is very important to prevent 

damages involving in solar tracker system. 
 

7. Elevation / positioning feedback: It is accomplished by 

using either combination of limit switches and encoder or 

inclinometer which is an instrument used for measuring 

angles of slope / tilt or elevation of panel with respect to the 

gravitational direction. 

IV. HYBRID LOOP CONTROL 

STAND BY
DAY/

NIGHT

Compare sun

position by SPA

Compare sun

position by sensors

Compare the

position

IF SUN

position

changed

Move

motor

night

NO change

Figure 4: Hybrid loop control 

 

PLC (Programmable logic Controller acts like a brain in 

human, it controls the movement of the DC motor and stepper 

motor directly as per the instructions given. Data received 

from the sensor arrangements which consist of LDRs and 

resistors are processed by the PLC. It controls the direction of 

DC motor in such a way to ensure the solar panel 

perpendicular towards the Sun. Output relays inside the PLC 

controls the rotation of the motor either to rotate clockwise or 

anticlockwise for horizontal as well as vertical axis. The solar 

panel that which is attached to the DC motor/ stepper motor 

will be controlled according to the direction of the dc motor 

and stepper motor whether to move in horizontal or vertical 

and  it decides the direction to move in A or B . 

A. Light Dependent resistors: 

 An LDR is a component that has a variable resistance that 

which changes with the variation of light intensity that falls 

upon it. This property allows them to be used in sensing 

circuits in closed loop solar Tracking System. 

 

B.  Working Procedure of solar Tracking system 

Before Starting the process checking the connections as per specified data

It will check, if LDR1>LDR2  the relay unit connected to DC motor move in

directionA,otherwise in direction B.

It will check, if LDR3>LDR4  the relay unit connected to stepper motor move in forward

direction ,otherwise reverse direction.

 
Figure 5: Working Procedure of solar Tracking system 
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V. SIMULTION AND RESULTS 

A. Electrical solar tracking system simulation: 

 
Figure 6: Simulation diagram of MPPT (P&O) electrical 

tracking system 

 
Figure 7: I-V curve, P-V curves-I curves 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Simulation results of electrical Tracking System 

 

B. Codesys software: 

It is one of the development tool used to program applications 

which are dealing with controllers in accord with 

international industrial standard IEC 61131-3. It can be 

ported to different platforms. German Software Company 

named 3S-Smart Software Solutions which is located 

inBavarian town of Kempten 

introducesCODESYSsoftwarein the Version 1.0 which was 

released in 1994. CODESYS licenses can be installed for free 

of charge legally without copy protection. The software tool 

covers various aspects of evaluated industrial automation 

technology with one surface. 

B.Input/output allocation 

Inputs: 

%IW.1: analog read 1 of LDR1 

%IW2: analog read 1 of LDR2 

%IW3: analog read 1 of LDR3 

%IW4: analog read 1 of LDR4 

%I0.0: start 
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%I0.1: stop 

Outputs: 

%QX0.0: DC MOTOR on in direction A 

%QX0.1: DC MOTOR on in direction B 

%QX0.3: stepper motor on in forward 

%QX0.4: stepper motor on in reverse 

C. Simulation results 

 

Read LDR1 analog

sensor data

If LDR1> LDR2 then

motor on in direction A

 
Figure 9: Initial Program in codesys before run simulation 

 
Figure 10 : Real time clock simulation 

 

Read LDR1 Data

Read LDR2 Data

If LDR1> LDR2 THEN MOTOR

ON  DIRECTION A

 
Figure 11: simulation of HL DASTS using simulation 

software part 1 

 

 

If LDR1<LDR2 THEN MOTOR ON DIRECTION B

READ LDR3 DATA

READ LDR4 DATA

 
Figure 12: Simulation Result of HL DASTS system Part 2 

 

 
Figure 13: Simulation Result of HL DASTS system Part 3 

 

 
Figure 14: ladder logic with sun position algorithm 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The Paper focusses on the ladder Programming 

Implementation in codesys software to perform dual axis 

solar Tracking system using LDR sensor based closed loop 

control system and solar positioning algorithm based open 

loop control system proposed by NREL to find the 

parameters such as sunrise, 

sunset, transit time and 

azimuth, zenith angles for 
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specific location. Maximum power point tracking algorithm 

based electrical solar tracking in MATLAB platform also 

performed and respective simulation results incorporated. As 

per the studies, it is better to choose dual axis hybrid loop 

solar tracker system for precise and accurate solar output to 

maximize the efficiency besides, for fixed solar panel MPPT 

also gives good result but the selection criteria depends on 

economic, geographical aspects from place to place. Though 

we execute the SPA by ladder programming other languages 

such as functional block diagram, structured text may also 

use, but ladder logic is relatively easier and user friendly. The 

DASTS with HL control most recommended to residential 

communities in emerging smart cities where space and 

efficiency are the key factors. In some applications fixed with 

electrical tracking systems are involved considering 

economic factors involved. 
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